HILPERTON NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN
DECISION STATEMENT (PROCEEDING TO REFERENDUM)
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Pursuant to the Wiltshire Council constitution and in particular Part 3B, the Director for
Economic Development and Planning within whose remit Spatial Planning falls is
authorised to make decisions on Neighbourhood Plan proposals following the
examination of a Neighbourhood Plan proposal in accordance with the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) and the Neighbourhood Planning (General)
Regulations 2012 (as amended) and all other relevant legislation.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1.

The designated area for the Hilperton Neighbourhood Development Plan comprises
the whole of the parish of Hilperton. On 27 June 2017 Wiltshire Council formally
approved that the Hilperton Neighbourhood Area (i.e. the land within the parish of
Hilperton) be designated in accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General)
Regulations 2012.

2.2.

Hilperton Parish Council – the ‘qualifying body’, submitted the draft Hilperton
Neighbourhood Development Plan, along with supporting documents, to Wiltshire
Council on 22 November 2017 for consultation, independent examination and the
remaining stages of the draft Plan’s preparation in accordance with the Neighbourhood
Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

2.3.

Following submission of the draft Hilperton Neighbourhood Development Plan,
Wiltshire Council publicised the Plan and supporting documents and invited
representations during the consultation period 15 December 2017 to 2 February 2018.

2.4.

In January 2018, Wiltshire Council appointed an independent examiner, Ms Rosemary
Kidd Dipt TP MRTPI, to examine the Plan and consider whether it should proceed to
referendum.

2.5.

The examiner’s report was received in July 2018 and concluded that subject to making
the modifications recommended in the report, that the draft Plan meets the Basic
Conditions and should proceed to referendum. The examiner also recommended that
the Hilperton Neighbourhood Area (the parish area) is an appropriate area within which
to hold a referendum.

2.6.

In accordance with legislation, Wiltshire Council must consider each of the
recommendations made in the examiner’s report, decide what action to take in
response to each recommendation and what modifications should be made to the draft

Plan in order to be satisfied that it meets the Basic Conditions and is compatible with
Convention Rights. If the authority is satisfied then a referendum must be held.
Consideration also needs to be given as to whether to extend the area to which the
referendum is to take place.
3.

DECISION AND REASONS

3.1.

Having considered the examiner’s recommendations and reasons for them, the
Council concurs with the examiner’s view and have decided to make modifications to
the draft Hilperton Neighbourhood Development Plan to ensure that it meets legal
requirements including the Basic Conditions as set out in legislation. Appendix 1 sets
out these modifications, together with the reasons for them.

3.2.

The Council is satisfied that the Neighbourhood Plan, as modified, complies with the
legal requirements and can proceed to referendum.

3.3.

The Council also agrees with the examiner that the referendum area should reflect the
extent of the parish of Hilperton.

3.4.

I declare that I have no private interest in respect of this matter that would prevent me
from making this decision.

Signed:

Tim Martienssen
Director Economic Development & Planning
Wiltshire Council

Dated: 17th August 2018
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Modifications to the draft Hilperton Neighbourhood Development Plan in response to the Examiner’s recommendations and to correct errors

Guidance for using this document
The following table sets out the changes that are required to be made to the Hilperton Neighbourhood Development Plan, together with an
explanation and reason for the change. This should be read alongside the Report of the independent Examiner to Wiltshire Cou ncil on the
Hilperton Neighbourhood Development Plan (dated 17 th July 2018).
Throughout the table, specific changes that are required are shown as follows:
•

text in bold and underlined identifies new text to be added to the Plan.

•

text that is shown as strikethrough identifies text to be deleted from the Plan.

The relevant paragraph, policy and page numbering relates to the draft Hilperton Neighbourhood Development Plan (hereafter referred to as
the ‘HNDP’), as submitted to Wiltshire Council.
The final Hilperton Neighbourhood Development Plan to be published for the purposes of the referendum, will need to renumber the policies
and paragraphs as appropriate following the insertion of changes.
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

RC1

N/A

Related
page /
section in
HNDP
Title Page

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:

Factual update in the interests of
version control and clarity.

-

N/A

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Update title page to reflect that the HNDP is now a
referendum version of the Plan, as follows.

Submission Draft
Referendum Version
RC2

5
(Recommendation 1)

Page 5

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise the plan on page 5 to show the neighbourhood area
designated in June 2017 to which the plan applies.

In the interests of clarity and to
accord with the revised
neighbourhood area designated
in June 2017.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Replace map to show the up to date designated
neighbourhood area boundary. Add text to the end of
paragraph 2.2, as follows:

The map below shows the Hilperton Neighbourhood Area that
was designated in June 2017.
RC3

16
(Recommendation 2)

Sections 1
– 8 and
Appendices
1 - 12

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Review the introductory chapters of the Plan to reduce
them to no more than a few pages to set out a brief
overview of the HNDP area and the strategic policy
context. Reduce the number of Appendices to only those
considered essential to support the policies and place

In the interests of ensuring the
HNDP is a focused document
that can guide the proponents of
development schemes and be
readily used by the decision
makers.
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

evidence in a background evidence report, or the HRA/SEA
screening report.
REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

-

RC4

16
(Recommendation 2)

After
paragraph
11.4

Consolidate Sections 1 and 2 into a concise introduction to
the HNDP and description of the neighbourhood area.
Create a new document to sit alongside the HNDP titled
“Background Evidence” (or similar). Move sections 3 to 8
and any essential Appendices (e.g. 1 and 3-12) into this
new ‘evidence base’ document.
Update the HNDP contents page to reflect the restructuring
of sections 3-8 and the appendices listed.
Add a link to the newly created “Background Evidence”
document and explain its role in terms of providing the
basis upon which the HNDP was prepared.
Update all references to sections that have been moved
within the body of the text to reflect the above changes.

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Include a Policies Map on an OS base that clearly and
legibly shows the boundaries of sites and areas to which
policies apply.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Insert a new full page Policies Map after paragraph 11.4.
Insert new paragraph to introduce the Policies Map, as
follows:

The Policies Map below illustrates the spatial extent of the
policies of the Hilperton Neighbourhood Development Plan.

To ensure that the spatial extent
of policies within the HNDP are
clearly and readily apparent to
the reader.
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

RC5

18, 19
(Recommendation 3)

Paragraph
4.7

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:

In the interests of clarity and
accuracy.

-

Delete “published after the Regulation 14 consultation on
this plan was completed”.
Revise the third bullet point to read “a relatively low level of
affordable housing need…”
Delete fourth bullet point.
Delete the final sentence of the sixth bullet point.

REQUIRED CHANGE
-

Amend paragraph 4.7 (to form part of a new appendix as
per Required Change RC3), to read as follows:

4.7 The draft HSAP, published after the Regulation 14 consultation
for this plan was completed, indicates a proposed site in the
western half of the area known locally as the ‘Hilperton Gap’. This
matter is responded to positively in Policy 1 of the NDP. It was
decided not to allocate sites for housing in the NDP itself for the
following reasons:
• The original WCS requirement had been met – as shown by
the latest Housing Land Supply Statement of March 2017
• The HSAP being produced by Wiltshire Council is likely to meet
any housing need for Trowbridge which has to be
accommodated in Hilperton parish.
• The Housing Needs Survey (HNS) indicated a relatively low
level of affordable housing need in proportion to the
population of 4,967 (13 homes)
• The area is subject to considerable interest from developers
and is likely to deliver the housing needed anyway. Because
the area will be protected both by the WCS and by this Plan,
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

the Plan is happy to rely on the market to deliver the necessary
homes, although negotiation and engagement with the
community is welcomed.
• Lack of strong demand from the community in Community
Engagement also did not create an imperative
• Even at the start of the plan period a good supply of windfalls is
evident. These are indicated in Appendix 9. The likely supply
will far exceed the need shown to be needed in the HNS.
RC6

17
Paragraph 3.19
(Pre-amble text to
Recommendation 3)

Paragraph
3.3

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Paragraph 3.3 refers to amendments to three policies
recommended as part of the Appropriate Assessment
under the Habitat Regulations. I have made
recommendations under the relevant policies that the
additional wording should be included in the wording of the
policies rather than the justifications. Paragraph 3.3 should
be revised to reflect the recommendations to Policies 1, 2,
4 and 6.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Amend paragraph 3.3 (to form part of a new appendix as
per Required Change RC3), as follows:

3.3 The Plan was screened for HRA (EU Habitat Regulations
Assessment) on 17th March 2017. Wiltshire Council’s Ecologist
recommended that some changes were made to policies. With one
exception, which was accommodated, the consultant felt that these
would be more correctly included in supporting text and changes
were made accordingly (see Appendix 9 of the Scoping Report for
the HRA and Appendix 10 of the same for correspondence detailing
the changes). The text of the policy section has been amended

To reflect Required Changes
RC14, RC21, RC25 and RC31.
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

accordingly and the text indicates where this has been done at the
appropriate points….
RC7

18/19
Paragraphs 3.27 and
3.28
(Recommendation 3)

Paragraph
4.10

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

In the interests of factual
accuracy.

Update paragraph 4.10

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

RC8

19
(Recommendation 3)

Paragraph
5.16

Update paragraph 4.10 (to form part of a new evidence
base document as per Required Change RC3) to reflect
the fact that Elizabeth Way has been built, rather than a
rehearsal of supporting text from the old West Wiltshire
District Local Plan.
EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Update paragraphs 5.16

To ensure that the HNDP clearly
relates only to the land that is
within the designated Hilperton
neighbourhood area.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

RC9

19, 20
(Recommendation 3)

Paragraph
5.28

Review paragraph 5.16 (to form part of a new evidence
base document as per Required Change RC3) to ensure
that it is clear that only part of the Paxcroft Mead
development falls within the Hilperton Neighbourhood Area.
Remove references to parts of Paxcroft Mead that are
outside of the neighbourhood area.

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Replace paragraph 5.28 with the following: “5.28 While
affordable housing need in Hilperton Parish (as indicated in
the Rural Housing Needs Survey) is modest, in the

To better clarify the role of the
HNDP in delivering housing
needs and to explain the wider
context for the provision of
housing in the Trowbridge area;
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

interests of ‘planning positively’ as required by the NPPF, it
is also appropriate to consider whether the NDP could
make a contribution towards meeting the needs of
Trowbridge Community Area as a whole and of
Trowbridge, which is nearby, in particular.
In terms of the Trowbridge Community Area as a whole the
indicative housing needs of the local area are being met by
existing strategic allocations, including the major urban
extension of Trowbridge at Ashton Park, but there remains
a significant need for additional housing at the town. The
Wiltshire Core Strategy identified on publication in 2015
just 165 additional houses as being required across the
Trowbridge Community Area Remainder up until 2026. The
latest evidence, the Wiltshire Housing Land Supply
Statement (HLSS) March 2018, confirms that the residual
requirement for the Community Area Remainder is zero.
The Housing Land Supply in the Housing Market Area is a
robust 6.25 years.
However Core Policy 29 of the Wiltshire Core Strategy
makes clear that additional housing for Trowbridge will be
required – an additional 950 units being identified. The
HLSS March 2018 establishes an updated indicative
housing land supply requirement of 1452. This indicative
need is being addressed in part by the emerging Wiltshire
Housing Site Allocations Plan (HSAP) which seeks to
allocate 1050 homes and calculates that windfall
developments will provide the remaining homes needed.
With reference to windfalls the HLSS confirms that there is
a prevailing upward trend in windfall permissions and
delivery and that windfall delivery will be facilitated by the
effect of the Government’s proposals to relax permitted
development rights.

Reason for Changes

and to remove emotive
language.
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Given the above context, in particular the active and
ongoing role already taken by the HSAP in meeting
housing need in Trowbridge, there is no need for the NDP
to consider in more detail anything other than local need in
accordance with its Large Village status under WCS Core
Policies 1 and 2. Because this need is modest and is likely
to be met through windfall developments (see Appendix 9),
it has not be found necessary to allocate sites for homes in
the NP at this time. This however is subject to monitoring
and review during the plan period.
The community aware of the need to build flexibility into the
NDP and also to ‘plan positively’ in ensuring an adequate
supply of new homes into the future. It does this in three
ways. Firstly, the plan makes a commitment to review
within 3 years of being ‘made’. This review will consider
housing need and supply and the whether it is necessary to
allocate more sites locally.
Secondly, while the NDP does not formally allocate HSAP
site H2.3 ‘Elizabeth Way’, the proposal may provide
approximately 355 new homes. The Hilperton Gap - the
area both sides of Elizabeth Way, has for many years been
precious to the local community and it was originally
proposed to protect all of it with a landscape protection
policy (Policy 1). It was only to avoid conflict with the
emerging HSAP that it proved necessary to re-draw the
boundary of the landscape protection policy to cover the
area to the east of Elizabeth Way only, to avoid conflict with
the HSAP site to ensure that the policy is capable of
meeting the Basic Conditions. It was also felt expedient,
given the current interest in development locally, to
proceed with a plan to protect the eastern half of the
Hilperton Gap without delay.

Reason for Changes
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Thirdly the NDP contains a policy (Policy 2) that
encourages the delivery of windfall housing.”
REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Replace paragraph 5.28 (to form part of a new appendix as
per Required Change RC3), as follows:

5.28 While affordable housing need as indicated in the Housing
Needs Survey undertaken to inform the NDP is modest, and the
appetite for allocating housing in the Plan (as shown in the
community engagement) is not great, nevertheless the plan
preparation team takes the need to ‘plan positively’ (NPPF
paragraph 17) seriously. Although Hilperton is a separate
community from Trowbridge, and wishes to remain so, it is also
understood that in practice the housing requirements are the two
settlements are linked. The attitude of the plan towards housing is
explained more fully in the supporting text of Policy 2 Housing.
5.28 While affordable housing need in Hilperton Parish (as
indicated in the Rural Housing Needs Survey) is modest, in the
interests of ‘planning positively’ as required by the NPPF, it is
also appropriate to consider whether the NDP could make a
contribution towards meeting the needs of Trowbridge
Community Area as a whole and of Trowbridge, which is
nearby, in particular.
[New para] In terms of the Trowbridge Community Area as a
whole the indicative housing needs of the local area are being
met by existing strategic allocations, including the major
urban extension of Trowbridge at Ashton Park, but there
remains a significant need for additional housing at the town.
The Wiltshire Core Strategy identified on publication in 2015

Reason for Changes
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

just 165 additional houses as being required across the
Trowbridge Community Area Remainder up until 2026. The
latest evidence, the Wiltshire Housing Land Supply Statement
(HLSS) March 2018, confirms that the residual requirement for
the Community Area Remainder is zero. The Housing Land
Supply in the Housing Market Area is a robust 6.25 years.
[New para] However Core Policy 29 of the Wiltshire Core
Strategy makes clear that additional housing for Trowbridge
will be required – an additional 950 units being identified. The
HLSS March 2018 establishes an updated indicative housing
land supply requirement of 1452. This indicative need is being
addressed in part by the emerging Wiltshire Housing Site
Allocations Plan (HSAP) which seeks to allocate 1050 homes
and calculates that windfall developments will provide the
remaining homes needed. With reference to windfalls the
HLSS confirms that there is a prevailing upward trend in
windfall permissions and delivery and that windfall delivery
will be facilitated by the effect of the Government’s proposals
to relax permitted development rights.
[New para] Given the above context, in particular the active and
ongoing role already taken by the HSAP in meeting housing
need in Trowbridge, there is no need for the NDP to consider
in more detail anything other than local need in accordance
with its Large Village status under WCS Core Policies 1 and 2.
Because this need is modest and is likely to be met through
windfall developments (see Appendix 9), it has not be found
necessary to allocate sites for homes in the NP at this time.
This however is subject to monitoring and review during the
plan period.
[New para] The community is aware of the need to build
flexibility into the NDP and also to ‘plan positively’ in ensuring

Reason for Changes
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

an adequate supply of new homes into the future. It does this
in three ways.
[New para] Firstly, the plan makes a commitment to review
within 3 years of being ‘made’. This review will consider
housing need and supply and the whether it is necessary to
allocate more sites locally.
[New para] Secondly, while the NDP does not formally allocate
HSAP site H2.3 ‘Elizabeth Way’, the proposal may provide
approximately 355 new homes. The Hilperton Gap - the area
both sides of Elizabeth Way, has for many years been precious
to the local community and it was originally proposed to
protect all of it with a landscape protection policy (Policy 1). It
was only to avoid conflict with the emerging HSAP that it
proved necessary to re-draw the boundary of the landscape
protection policy to cover the area to the east of Elizabeth Way
only, to avoid conflict with the HSAP site to ensure that the
policy is capable of meeting the Basic Conditions. It was also
felt expedient, given the current interest in development
locally, to proceed with a plan to protect the eastern half of the
Hilperton Gap without delay.
[New para] Thirdly the NDP contains a policy (Policy 2) that
encourages the delivery of windfall housing.
RC10

20
(Recommendation 3)

Paragraph
5.30 /
Glossary

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Delete the final sentence in paragraph 5.30. References in
the Plan to the Hilperton Gap being open space or a
recreational area should be deleted. The area should be
described as “agricultural land with a network of footpaths
and cycleways used for informal recreation”.

The ensure factual correctness.
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Amend paragraph 5.30 (to form part of a new evidence
base document as per Required Change RC3), as follows:

5.30 Unfortunately, the Wiltshire Open Space Study (2015), which
advocates the preservation of existing open space, shows in the
area profile for Trowbridge and Hilperton, that there is a shortfall of
open space in the area. - See Appendix 7.
Strategic Option 1 of the Study states:
‘...It is therefore recommended that priority is placed on protecting
those open spaces where there is an existing shortfall of supply as
highlighted in the area profiles.’
Regarding the role of neighbourhood plans, the Study notes:
‘One of the emerging priorities from localism is for there to be much
more local decision making with regards to planning, and for local
communities to develop neighbourhood plans.
Although it is up to local communities to define their own priorities
within neighbourhood plans, the information provided within the
area profiles in this study will form a good basis to inform any
decisions related to the provision of open space’.
To the community, the area it knows as the Hilperton Gap is by far
the largest and most important Open Space in Hilperton.
-

Amend Glossary definition of ‘Hilperton Gap (or ‘The Gap’)’
on page 3, as follows:

Local name for open space land agricultural land with a network
of footpaths and cycleways used for informal recreation to
west of Hilperton Village between Hilperton and Trowbridge.

Reason for Changes
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

RC11

21
(Recommendation 4)

Paragraph
11.4

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:

To better explain the role of the
planning policies set out within
the HNDP.

-

Revise paragraph 11.4 as follows: “Section 11 of the NDP
includes the planning policies which, once the NDP is
made, will form part of the development plan. These
policies will be used in determining planning applications.
Section 12 of the NDP includes Community Actions which
set out actions for the Parish Council to work with other
organisations to help deliver various improvements that
have been highlighted through the community consultations
that cannot be delivered through planning policies.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Amend paragraph 11.4, as follows:

11.4 The polices of this NDP fall into two categories: The Formal
Planning Policies and the Informal Community Actions. The
former are the legally enforceable policies made possible by the
Localism Act 2011 (as amended). The latter have no legal force but
are intended to deal with matters beyond the power of the land-use
planning system and together to create an agenda and programme
for community action under the auspices of the Parish Council or
community groups.
11.4 Section X of the NDP includes the planning policies
which, once the NDP is made, will form part of the
development plan. These policies will be used in determining
planning applications. Section Y of the NDP includes
Community Actions which set out actions for the Parish
Council to work with other organisations to help deliver
various improvements that have been highlighted through the

As sections 3-8 of the
Submission Draft HNDP are
recommended for removal and
placement within a separate
“Evidence Base” document, all
references to sections within the
Referendum Version of the
HNDP will need to be
renumbered to reflect required
change RC4.
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

community consultations that cannot be delivered through
planning policies.
Change to the proposed supporting ‘Evidence Base’ document, not
the HNDP, save except to reflect the need to renumber the
remaining sections within the Referendum Version.
RC12

27
(Recommendation 5)

Pages 36,
38, 40 and
56 / Policy
1/
paragraphs
4.19, 5.3,
11.5, 11.11

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise the title of Policy 1 to “Land between Hilperton and
Trowbridge.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Revise the title of Policy 1 which appears on pages 36, 38,
56, 69 as follows:

Policy 1 – Landscape setting
Policy 1 – Land between Hilperton and Trowbridge
-

Revise the title of the Landscape Setting Policy Map which
appears on page 40, as follows:

Landscape Setting Policy Map
Land between Hilperton and Trowbridge Policy Map
-

Revise third line of third paragraph at 4.19 (to form part of a
new appendix as per Required Change RC3), as follows:

A landscape setting between Hilperton and Trowbridge policy,
taking up the WCS invitation and policy background of the VDS,
has been developed as Policy 1.

To reflect that the policy refers to
a specific area of land, and not
landscape settings more
generally.
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

-

Reason for Changes

Revise first line of third paragraph at 5.3 (to form part of a
new evidence base document as per Required Change
RC3), as follows:

The policy on Landscape Setting land between Hilperton and
Trowbridge identifies that development could come forward for the
Hilperton Gap if it was in accordance with Wiltshire Council Core
policy 44 for Rural Exception Sites.
-

Revise paragraph 11.5, as follows:

Policy 1 - Landscape setting Land between Hilperton and
Trowbridge
RC13

27, 28
(Recommendation 5)

Policy 1

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

-

Combine the first three paragraphs and revise the four
subsequent bullet points as follows: “The landscape setting
and rural character of the area to the west of Hilperton
village and east of Elizabeth Way shown on the Policies
Map will be safeguarded. Development in the area should
accord with national planning policy or relevant strategic
policies for development in the countryside and should
satisfy the following criteria:
A). It should not compromise the openness and landscape
value of the setting of Hilperton;
B). It should safeguard and, where practical enhance,
footpaths and cycleways in the Gap;
C). It should maintain the views of the local landmark of St
Michael and All Angels Church.
Replace the third bullet point on bats with the additional
text at the end of the policy.
Revise the fourth paragraph to read: “Development on the
land west of Elizabeth Way as shown on the Policies Map
shall be carried out in accordance with the Wiltshire Core

To ensure that the policy does
not apply a blanket restriction on
housing development in the
area; to remove the restriction
on storey heights which is not
supported by evidence; for
clarity to the reader, by removing
ambiguous policy requirements;
and to allow greater flexibility.
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

-

-

-

Strategy, the site specific requirements set out in the
Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan and the following
criteria: (Number the bullet points so that they can be
distinguished from those in the first part of the policy.)
Revise the first bullet point to read: “Development in the
area to the south of Middle Way Lane should be laid out
and designed to maintain a green edge to the settlement
and to minimise its impact on the setting of the village,
landscape features and historic assets.”
Revise the second bullet point to read: “Existing rights of
way should be maintained and enhanced where practical.
The upgrading of routes to cyclepaths will be supported to
improve the links between Hilperton and Trowbridge.”
Delete “as set out in Section 8 of this Plan” from the third
bullet point.
Revise the fourth bullet point to read: “Development should
be well set back…”
Delete fifth bullet point.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

-

Replace the first three paragraphs and four bullet points of
Policy 1. Delete bullet point referring to bats, to be replaced
by text added at change ref RC14.
Amend fourth paragraph and subsequent bullet points.
Policy 1 to read as follows:

The landscape setting of Hilperton village to the west will be
protected in order to maintain the setting and rural character of
Hilperton village and it preserve it for agriculture, biodiversity and
informal recreation as indicated on the policy
map.

Reason for Changes
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page /
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The landscape setting area or ‘Gap’ will extend from the village to
Elizabeth Way. Development will not normally be permitted in the
area, as defined on the policy map below - except in accordance
with Wiltshire Council Core Policy 44 or other polices of the
Development Plan.
Any scheme coming forward as a result of the rural exemption
granted by Core Policy 44 or other Development Plan policies must
satisfy the following additional local criteria;
The landscape setting and rural character of the area to the
west of Hilperton village and east of Elizabeth Way shown on
the Policies Map will be safeguarded. Development in the area
should accord with national planning policy or relevant
strategic policies for development in the countryside and
should satisfy the following criteria:
a. It should not compromise the openness and landscape
value of the landscape setting of Hilperton as defined in the
Landscape and Visual Setting Analysis Report by Indigo
Landscapes (Appendix 10 to this Plan) must not be
compromised
• Existing facilities for informal recreation must be preserved
and enhanced
b. It should safeguard and, where practical enhance,
footpaths and cycleways in the Gap;
- The scheme must not impact negatively on the bats of the
Bath and Bradford on Avon SAC and should result in
overall enhancement of local habitat
c. It should maintain the views of the local landmark The
setting of St Michael and All Angels Church must not be
harmed.
Development of the land west of Elizabeth Way, as shown on the
Policies Map, shall be carried out in accordance with the

Reason for Changes
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Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

Wiltshire Core Strategy, the site specific requirements set out
in the Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan and the
following criteria: between the road and Trowbridge will be
permitted only in accordance with proposed scheme H2.3 of the
Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan (HSAP), and subject to the
following conditions:
d. Development in the area to the south of Middle Lane
should be laid out and designed to maintain a green
edge to the settlement and to minimise its impact on
the setting of the village, landscape features and
historic assets. is restricted to public open space and
landscaping
e. Existing rights of way should be maintained and enhanced
where practical., for example by The upgrading of routes
to cyclepaths will be supported to improve the especially
in terms of links between Hilperton and Trowbridge.
f. Proposals must be included for protecting biodiversity and
creating suitable landscaping and green infrastructure as
set out in Section 8 of this Plan.
g. Development should be well set back from Elizabeth Way,
avoiding a new and abrupt urban edge. Landscaping
should help conceal the development from Hilperton and
the eastern side of Elizabeth Way.
• No buildings will exceed two storey’s in height.
h. Access to the site must be carefully considered and sited,
especially in relation to pedestrian and horse traffic across
the road from Hilperton to Trowbridge.
RC14

28
(Recommendation 5)

Paragraph
11.10 /
Policy 1

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Move the following text from paragraph 11.10 to the end of
the policy. “Any scheme coming forward in the area
covered by this policy must demonstrate no adverse impact
on woodlands in the south east of Trowbridge which are

In order to strengthen the policy
to address mitigation measures
set out as a result of the
Appropriate Assessment under
the Habitats Regulations.
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page /
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HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

-

-

functionally linked to the Bath and Bradford on Avon Bats
SAC, either alone or in-combination with other plans and
projects.”
Add the following to the policy; “All new housing should
contribute to the strategic mitigation measures identified in
the Trowbridge Bat Mitigation Strategy to offset the incombination impacts on the Bath and Bradford on Avon
Bats SAC arising from recreational pressure on local
woodland.”
Delete the second, third, fourth and final sentences from
paragraph 11.10.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Delete text at paragraph 11.10, as follows:

11.10 Reflecting concerns for the bats of the Bath and Bradford on
Avon SAC, the county ecologist, as part of the HRA has suggested
that additional wording be added to the policies of the plan. In the
view of the Steering Group this wording is more appropriately
located in the supporting text, not least because the policy text is
already quite long. However, this does not mean that it should not
be accorded significant weight when assessing proposals for
development. The additional wording, which forms part of the NDP
is as follows:
‘Any scheme coming forward in the area covered by this policy
must demonstrate no adverse impact on woodlands in the south
east of Trowbridge which are functionally linked to the Bath and
Bradford on Avon SAC, either alone or in-combination with other
plans and projects.’
The email trail discussing this is included here in the NDP as
Appendix 8 and in the Consultation Statement.
-

Add new text to the end of Policy 1, as follows:

Reason for Changes
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Any scheme coming forward in the area covered by this policy
must demonstrate no adverse impact on woodlands in the
south east of Trowbridge which are functionally linked to the
Bath and Bradford on Avon Bats SAC, either alone or incombination with other plans and projects.
All new housing should contribute to the strategic mitigation
measures identified in the Trowbridge Bat Mitigation Strategy
to offset the in-combination impacts on the Bath and Bradford
on Avon Bats SAC arising from recreational pressure on local
woodland.

RC15

28
(Recommendation 5)

Policy 1

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
- Additional text should be added to the justification to
explain that any development that may be acceptable in the
countryside in accordance with the NPPF should accord
with the relevant development plan policies and satisfy the
criteria to help safeguard the habitats used by bats, the
openness of the Gap and the landscape setting of Hilperton
village.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Add new text at paragraph 11.10, as follows:

NEW 11.10
In line with the Trowbridge Bat Mitigation Strategy any
development that may be acceptable in the countryside in
accordance with the NPPF should nonetheless accord with the
relevant development plan policies for the area and satisfy the
criteria to help safeguard the habitats used by bats, the

To bolster the supporting text of
Policy 1 and thereby reflect the
advice of the County Ecologist in
respect of the need to protect
Annex II bat species and the
habitat they use.
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openness of the Gap and the landscape setting of Hilperton
village.

RC16

28
(Recommendation 5)

Page 40

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Replace the Landscape Setting Policy Map with a clear and
legible Policies Map for the Neighbourhood Plan using an
OS map base. Show the areas referred to under Policy 1:
to the east and west of Elizabeth Way and to the south of
Middle Lane. Correct the line of Elizabeth Way and the
boundary of the proposed allocation to the west of
Elizabeth Way.

To ensure that the spatial extent
of policies within the HNDP are
clearly and readily apparent to
the reader.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

RC17

31
(Recommendation 6)

Policy 2

Insert a new full page Policies Map after paragraph 11.4,
as per Required Change RC2.

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise Policy 2 to read: “New housing development to
meet local market and affordable housing needs will be
encouraged within the settlement boundary of Hilperton
and exceptionally in the countryside where it satisfies
national and strategic policies and delivers:
a) Self build homes;
b) Eco-homes with innovative designs that incorporate
renewable energy and/or sustainable construction
methods;
c) Retirement homes, extra care housing or other homes
designed for the over 55s.”

To avoid policy repetition and to
remove reference within policy to
developments being permitted.
Planning applications are to be
determined in accordance with
the development plan and other
material considerations so it is
not necessary to refer to
compliance with other
neighbourhood plan and Core
Strategy policies in the
Neighbourhood Plan policy.
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REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Revise wording of Policy 2 as follows:

Housing to meet local needs will be delivered through windfall
developments, each of which will be considered on its own merits.
The following are particularly encouraged.
a. Affordable Self-Build Homes sites delivering single units of
self-build housing will be permitted within the built-up area of
the main village subject to acceptable impacts on the
amenities of neighbours and compliance with other policies of
the plan.
Such homes must remain within the ownership of their builders for
a minimum of 5 years from date of completion defined by issue of
final Building Regulations Certificate approval.
b. ‘Eco-homes’ Innovative designs incorporating renewable
energy or sustainable construction methods will be permitted
subject to compliance with other policies of the
Neighbourhood Plan, acceptable impacts on neighbours and
policies of the Wiltshire Core Strategy.
c. Retirement homes, sheltered accommodation or other homes
specifically designed for the retired population will be
considered favourably subject to compliance with the Wiltshire
Core Strategy and other policies of the NDP.
New housing development to meet local market and affordable
housing needs will be encouraged within the settlement
boundary of Hilperton and exceptionally in the countryside
where it satisfies national and strategic policies and delivers:
a) Self build homes;
b) ‘Eco-homes’ with innovative designs that incorporate
renewable energy and/or sustainable construction
methods;

Reason for Changes
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c) Retirement homes, extra care housing or other homes
designed for the over 55s.”

RC18

32
(Recommendation 6)

Paragraph
11.16

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise paragraph 11.16 to read: “Hilperton falls within the
Trowbridge Community Area Remainder but is located
close to the Principal Settlement of Trowbridge and as such
is subject to considerable development interest. The
Wiltshire Core Strategy allocates a Strategic Urban
Extension for Trowbridge at Ashton Park for up to 2,600
units, which is nearby. A Housing Land Supply Statement
in March 2017 concluded that the indicative housing
requirement for the Trowbridge Community Area
Remainder has been met and exceeded.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Revise paragraph 11.16, as follows:

11.16 Hilperton falls within the Trowbridge Community Area
Remainder but is located close to the Principle Settlement of
Trowbridge and as such is subject to considerable development
interest. The Wiltshire Core Strategy allocates a Strategic Urban
Extension for Trowbridge at housing allocations for the area are
considerable, in particular Ashton Park at for up to 2,600 units,
which is nearby. A Housing Land Supply Statement in March 2017
concluded that the indicative housing requirement for
Trowbridge Community Area Remainder has been met and
exceeded. of the original level of housing proposed for Trowbridge,
a zero-requirement remained.

To correct inaccuracies. Change
required to better describe and
explain the housing requirement
and strategic site allocations
proposed.
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RC19

32
(Recommendation 6)

Related
page /
section in
HNDP
Paragraph
11.17

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:

To correct inaccuracies. Change
required to better describe and
explain the housing requirement
and strategic site allocations
proposed.

-

Revise the last two sentences of paragraph 11.17 to read
“The emerging Wiltshire Housing Sites Allocations Plan is
proposing to allocate 800 new houses on six sites on the
edge of Trowbridge including a site to the west of Elizabeth
Way for approximately 355 houses which lies within
Hilperton parish. The Neighbourhood Plan sets out a policy
framework to guide the delivery of this site but does not
allocate the site.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Revise paragraph 11.17 as follows:

11.17 However, local housing delivery has been poorer than
expected, especially with reference to the local strategic site of
Ashton Park (2600 homes), if unchecked this could lead to a
shortfall in housing supply. Additionally, the WCS contained within it
a requirement for 950 homes to be found for Trowbridge over the
plan period (Core Policy 29). Both the slack due to slower than
expected delivery and the WCS requirement is being taken up by
the emerging Wiltshire HSAP. The NDP accommodates but does
not allocate one of these sites in Policy 1. The emerging Wiltshire
Housing Sites Allocations Plan is proposing to allocate 1050
new houses on six sites on the edge of Trowbridge including a
site to the west of Elizabeth Way for approximately 355 houses
which lies within Hilperton parish. The Neighbourhood Plan
sets out a policy framework to guide the delivery of this site
but does not allocate the site.
RC20

32
(Recommendation 6)

Paragraphs
11.18 –
11.21

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:

To improve factual clarity
concerning the need for and
provision of affordable housing.
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-

Combine paragraphs 11.18 and 11.21 to read: “The current
affordable housing needs of Hilperton as evidenced by the
2017 Housing Needs Survey is for 13 affordable homes. In
view of the current housing commitments and potential
windfall sites, it has not been considered necessary to
allocate additional housing sites to deliver affordable
housing to meet local housing need. Appendix 9 in the
NDP includes a list of current commitments and potential
windfall sites which demonstrates that they could produce
sufficient affordable homes to meet the current need. The
need for additional affordable homes in the future will be
kept under review through future Housing Needs Surveys.
A continuing dialogue with developers of potential sites will
be welcomed by the Parish Council and community.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Delete paragraphs 11.18 to 11.21 and replace with new
paragraph, as follows, then undertake a renumbering of
section 11 to reflect the required changes:

11.18 The HSAP site referred to in Policy 1 is nominally intended to
serve the housing needs of Trowbridge. The needs of Hilperton, as
expressed in the Rural Housing Needs Survey (HNS)
commissioned by the NDP Steering Group, are relatively modest at
13 affordable homes. Given the robust appetite of housing
developers for opportunities in the area, it is not considered
necessary to allocate homes to meet this need as they are likely to
be more than met through windfalls. Appendix 9 in the NDP
includes a current assessment of these possibilities (known at the
start of the plan period) which would already produce affordable
housing well in excess of likely local need. Inclusion of these sites
in the appendix does not imply allocation by the NDP although the
community and Parish Council would welcome openness and

Reason for Changes
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dialogue with the developers of these and other sites and indeed
has already been approached.
11.19 Community engagement suggested that the community
would welcome certain kinds of development, including self-build,
for which there is something of a local precedent (A cooperative
was formed in 1953 and this successfully self- built 40 houses on a
site at Marshmead). These homes are still in use today. Self-build
in particular represents an alternative approach to meeting
affordable housing need since research indicates that these can be
25-40% cheaper than market housing. In the UK 25,000 people a
year now build-it-themselves. * The Plan also encourages
innovative design, particularly where this is intended to reduce
environmental impacts. This reflects a desire to make development
more sustainable and a frustration with the design quality of some
mass-market homes.
* e.g. https://www.theguardian.com/money/2004/mar/20/property.
homebuying
11.20 Main Evidence Base
Wiltshire Council Core Strategy 2015 Policies 1, 2, 29, 43, 45, 46
Consultation Responses from Community Engagement and
Regulation 14. Housing Needs Survey
11.21 Justification
The Housing needs survey revealed limited local housing need.
Nevertheless the NDP considered the matter of allocating sites, but
discounted this on the basis of the number of schemes coming
forward locally which will more than provide for need of this
magnitude (see Appendix 9). On the other hand, the NDP
recognises the need to plan positively and take forward the housing
polices of the WCS in a creative and locally relevant way, including
a commitment to positive dialogue with the developers of suitable

Reason for Changes
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schemes, and this policy is designed to facilitate that. The plan also
includes a commitment to review site allocation to ensure adequate
supply throughout the plan period.
11.18 The current affordable housing needs of Hilperton as
evidenced by the 2017 Housing Needs Survey is for 13
affordable homes. In view of the current housing commitments
and potential windfall sites, it has not been considered
necessary to allocate additional housing sites to deliver
affordable housing to meet local housing need. Appendix 9 in
the NDP includes a list of current commitments and potential
windfall sites which demonstrates that they could produce
sufficient affordable homes to meet the current need. The need
for additional affordable homes in the future will be kept under
review through future Housing Needs Surveys. A continuing
dialogue with developers of potential sites will be welcomed
by the Parish Council and community.
RC21

32
(Recommendation 6)

After
paragraph
11.21

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Add a new paragraph to the justification as follows: “In view
of the potential for development to affect the Bath and
Bradford-on-Avon Bats SAC new housing should be
located within the settlement boundary where impacts to
bat habitat will be minimised. Proposals for exceptional
housing development in the countryside will be required to
demonstrate that they will have no significant impact on
sites and buildings of importance for bats. All new housing
will need to contribute to strategic mitigation measures
identified in the Trowbridge Bat Mitigation Strategy to offset
the in-combination impacts the Bath and Bradford on Avon
Bats SAC arising from recreational pressure on local
woodlands.”

To ensure that mitigation
measures are explained in the
justification to ensure that they
are applied consistently by
decision makers.
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REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Insert new paragraph below amended paragraph set out by
change ref RC20, as follows:

NEW Para (numbered accordingly)
In view of the potential for development to affect the Bath and
Bradford-on-Avon Bats SAC new housing should be located
within the settlement boundary where impacts to bat habitat
will be minimised. Proposals for exceptional housing
development in the countryside will be required to
demonstrate that they will have no significant impact on sites
and buildings of importance for bats. All new housing will
need to contribute to strategic mitigation measures identified
in the Trowbridge Bat Mitigation Strategy to offset the incombination impacts the Bath and Bradford on Avon Bats SAC
arising from recreational pressure on local woodlands.
RC22

33
(Recommendation 7)

Policy 3

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise Policy 3 as follows: Delete the second paragraph.
Delete “must throughout the parish” from the third
paragraph of the policy and replace the second “must” with
“should”. Delete “with particular need to show how the
design reflects the local Hilperton as opposed to the
Trowbridge Context and character.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Revise Policy 3 as follows:

New development in the Hilperton Conservation Area must
demonstrate how the design chosen reflects the principles of the

To introduce flexibility to the
policy, and to reflect that land
west of Elizabeth Way adjoins
Trowbridge and development in
this location should reflect the
character of its immediate
surroundings, rather than the
village of Hilperton.
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Village Design Statement 2005, including use of local and
traditional materials and architectural features where appropriate.
Within the Conservation Area, insensitive design which harms the
historic character of listed buildings, their settings or non-listed
traditional buildings dating before 1900 will not be acceptable. The
criteria for judging where a design is acceptable will be those
contained in Part 2 ‘Planning Guidance’ of the Village Design
Statement 2005 or its subsequently adopted revisions.
Applications for development must throughout the Parish must
should demonstrate how they have paid attention to the village
design statement as appropriate with particular need to show how
the design reflects the local Hilperton as opposed to Trowbridge
Context and character.
RC23

33
(Recommendation 7)

Paragraph
11.24

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise paragraph 11.24 to read “…..refer to the Hilperton
Village Design Statement in assessing….”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Revise paragraph 11.24 (and renumber to reflect previous
changes to section 11) as follows:

Para 11.xx
Decision makers will refer to the present village design statement or its subsequent adopted reviews - Hilperton Village Design
Statement (VDS) in assessing whether proposals preserve and
enhance the area and constitute acceptable and historically
appropriate design. Section 2 of the VDS contains advice and
guidance on design in Hilperton and this must be responded to in
any design proposals, for example in design and access

For clarity, to make direct
reference to the current
Hilperton Village Design
Statement.
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statements. The approach of this policy to heritage was supported
by Historic England at the Regulation 14 consultation point.
RC24

33
(Recommendation 7)

Paragraph
11.28

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Delete “or subsequent adopted revisions” from paragraph
11.28.

For clarity, to make direct
reference to the current
Hilperton Village Design
Statement.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Revise paragraph 11.28 (and renumber to reflect previous
changes to section 11), as follows:

Para 11.xx
This policy seeks to make clear and explicit that locally-resonant
design is important to the local community, not least to differentiate
it from nearby Trowbridge, and that the criteria for decision makers
in assessing whether a scheme achieves this are contained within
Part 2 of the 2005 Village Design Statement or subsequent adopted
revisions.
RC25

34
(Recommendation 8)

Policy 4 /
Paragraph
11.32

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Replace “must” with “should” in the first and second
paragraphs of Policy 4.
Move the following text from paragraph 11.32 to the end of
the policy: “Due to the importance of the Hilperton area for
conserving Britain’s rarest bats, proposals for creating and
improving footpaths and cycleways will be subject to a
separate assessment under the Habitats Regulations 2010
(as amended). Proposals will only be implemented where it
can be demonstrated there will be no deterioration of bat
habitat as a result of lighting or changes to hedgerows and
trees along proposed and existing paths.”

To introduce some flexibility to
the policy; and in order to
strengthen the policy to address
mitigation measures set out as a
result of the Appropriate
Assessment under the Habitats
Regulations.
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-

Typographical error: Policy 4 third bullet point “Upgrading
footpaths….”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Delete text at paragraph 11.32, as follows:

11.32 The following wording was suggested by the County
Ecologist and forms part of the NDP. ‘Due to the importance of the
Hilperton area for conserving Britain’s rarest bats, proposals for
creating and improving footpaths and cycleways will be subject to a
separate assessment under the Habitats Regulations 2010 (as
amended). Proposals will only be implemented where it can be
demonstrated there will be no deterioration of bat habitat as a result
of lighting or changes to hedgerows and trees along proposed and
existing paths.’
-

Amend Policy 4, as follows:

Development proposals within the plan area must should
demonstrate:
That the site itself is directly and adequately served by the existing
network of paths. Where there is no direct physical link into the
network from the development, a link must should be provided or,
where this is impracticable, contributions made to upgrading the
overall local system in lieu.
Where appropriate, contributions will be sought to upgrade
footpaths to cycle paths, provide road crossings at appropriate
points, improve surfaces and signage. Contributions may also be
sought to improve the local bus service.
Particular priorities for local investment are:

Reason for Changes
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a. Improving path links that facilitate safe foot or cycle journeys
to and from Trowbridge
b. Providing safe crossings where paths cross roads (e.g.
Elizabeth Way)
c. Upgrade Upgrading footpaths to cycle paths where possible,
and in particular across the Hilperton Gap.
d. Improving bus service frequency and range of destinations.
Due to the importance of the Hilperton area for conserving
Britain’s rarest bats, proposals for creating and improving
footpaths and cycleways will be subject to a separate
assessment under the Habitats Regulations 2010 (as
amended). Proposals will only be implemented where it can be
demonstrated there will be no deterioration of bat habitat as a
result of lighting or changes to hedgerows and trees along
proposed and existing paths.
RC26

34
(Recommendation 8)

11.34

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Add a paragraph in the justification to explain the types of
development that will be required to contribute towards
sustainable transport improvements through planning
obligations or CIL.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Insert new paragraph below paragraph 11.34 (and
renumber to reflect the wider changes to section 11), as
follows:

Add text to explain the types of development that will be required to
contribute towards sustainable transport improvements through
planning obligations or CIL to read as follows:

To describe the types of
development which will need to
contribute towards sustainable
transport proposals through
planning obligations CIL.
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New Para
In accordance with prevailing legislative procedures governing
CIL and the use of planning obligations, the development
types that may contribute towards sustainable transport
improvements would likely be limited to housing schemes as
future occupiers would benefit from non-car based options for
accessing town centre services and facilities.
RC27

36
(Recommendation 9)

Policy 5

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise Policy 5 to read: “Developer contributions from
Community Infrastructure Levy and Section 106
agreements will be used, where appropriate, to deliver local
infrastructure identified in the Community Actions.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Amend Policy 5, as follows:

All new housing and employment development proposals in the
area will be expected to contribute towards local infrastructure in
proportion to their scale and in accordance with National and
Wilshire Core Strategy policy.
Local priorities (not in order of importance) are:
• A local medical facility (including doctor, dentists of
physiotherapist)
• New and better recreational facilities
• New hedgerow and tree planting and improvement of existing
green infrastructure including ponds and habitat enhancement.
• Improvements in broadband and mobile phone service

To reflect CIL Regulation
R123(3), the NPPF and Planning
Practice Guidance that planning
obligations must meet the
relevant legal tests and be fully
justified and evidenced.
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The policy does not apply to single homes on one and two plot sites
that are:
Self-build for owner occupation or,
Designed and built to exceptionally high environmental standards for example zero-carbon and incorporating renewable technology.
Developer contributions from Community Infrastructure Levy
and Section 106 agreements will be used, where appropriate,
to deliver local infrastructure identified in the Community
Actions.
RC28

36
(Recommendation 9)

Paragraph
11.35

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise paragraph 11.35 to read: “Contributions from
developers are negotiated towards……”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Amend paragraph 11.35 (and renumber paragraphs
accordingly), as follows:

Para 11.xx
Developers will be required to contribute Contributions from
developers are negotiated towards the provision of local
infrastructure and to mitigate impacts of development proposals in
order to make them acceptable in planning terms, in accordance
with National and Core Strategy policy. This may include both CIL
contributions and those made by section 106 agreement. The
following policy covers all non-transport issues and identifies areas
for priority investment both in terms of contributions made with
reference to a particular scheme and to the spending of local CIL
receipts.

To reflect CIL Regulation
R123(3), the NPPF and Planning
Practice Guidance that planning
obligations must meet the
relevant legal tests and be fully
justified and evidenced.
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Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

RC29

36
(Recommendation 9)

Related
page /
section in
HNDP
11.37

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:

To reflect CIL Regulation
R123(3), the NPPF and Planning
Practice Guidance that planning
obligations must meet the
relevant legal tests and be fully
justified and evidenced.

-

Replace paragraph 11.37 with the following text: “National
guidance on CIL sets out the types of development that are
exempt from CIL which includes self-build housing.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Replace paragraph 11.37 (and renumber paragraphs
accordingly), as follows:

Para 11.xx
The Parish has a something of a history of self-build homes. Such
homes are often more affordable and frequently have better quality
design that open market housing. The policy exempts single homes
of this type from all infrastructure contributions. In order to help
tackle climate change, the exemption also applies to single ‘ecohomes’ as defined below. National guidance on CIL sets out the
types of development that are exempt from CIL which includes
self build housing.

RC30

36
(Recommendation 9)

Paragraph
12.2

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Add a new Community Action D on Local Infrastructure
“The Parish Council will work with XXX to provide evidence
on the need for and means of delivery of the following local
infrastructure priorities: (list local infrastructure priorities
from Policy 5)”.

REQUIRED CHANGE:

To reflect CIL Regulation
R123(3), the NPPF and Planning
Practice Guidance that planning
obligations must meet the
relevant legal tests and be fully
justified and evidenced.
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Page in Examiner’s
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Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

-

Reason for Changes

Insert new Community Action to Section XX (i.e. section
numbering to be re-cast to reflect amendments to the
structure of the HNDP), as follows:

Community Action D – Local Infrastructure
The Parish Council will work with XXX to provide evidence on
the need for and means of delivery of the following local
infrastructure priorities:
• A local medical facility (including doctor, dentists of
physiotherapist)
• New and better recreational facilities
• New hedgerow and tree planting and improvement of
existing green infrastructure including ponds and habitat
enhancement.
• Improvements in broadband and mobile phone service
RC31

37
(Recommendation
10)

Policy 6

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise Policy 6 as follows:
“1. Small scale tourism and employment development of
the following types will be supported where it does not have
an unacceptable impact on neighbouring properties,
landscape, biodiversity, including the habitats of protected
species. Where appropriate, a proposal should
demonstrate compliance with the Habitats Regulations
2010 (as amended). Sufficient parking spaces should be
provided. List of development types.”
“2. Conversion of existing retail premises, public houses
and commercial garages to residential use will only be
supported where it can be demonstrated that the

To remove reference within
policy to developments being
‘permitted’. Planning applications
are to be determined in
accordance with the
development plan and other
material considerations; and to
remove text that relates to a
community aspiration from the
policy text (see Required
Change RC32); and to include
text moved from paragraph
11.41, which should be part of
the policy rather than part of the
justification (see Required
Change RC33.)
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Required
Change
Ref No.

Page in Examiner’s
Report

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

site/building is no longer economically viable. A
comprehensive marketing plan should be undertaken in
accordance with Core Policy 49.”
REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Revise Policy 6, as follows:

1. The following employment development is encouraged and
supported
Small-scale tourism and employment development of the following
kinds: will be supported where it does not have an
unacceptable impact on neighbouring properties, landscape,
biodiversity, including the habitats of protected species.
Where appropriate, a proposal should demonstrate
compliance with the Habitats Regulations 2010 (as amended).
Sufficient parking spaces should be provided.
a. Bed and Breakfasts
b. Canal-based development of retail or restaurant facilities
c. Farm-based tourism where the development is among the
existing buildings or within the farmyard.
d. Summer-only campsites for tents, motorhomes and caravans
may be permitted supported in the Parish with the exclusion
of land in the Landscape Setting aArea indicated in Policy 1
and illustrated on the Policies Map, subject to acceptable
impacts on landscape and compliance with other policies of
the Plan.
e. Micro-businesses based on the conversion, subdivision or
small scale extension of existing employment facilities.
f. Modest extension of existing employment sites to provide new
units
g. Small shops (e.g. convenience store, post office)

Reason for Changes
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Page in Examiner’s
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page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

2. Conversion of existing retail premises, including pubs and public
houses and commercial garages to residential use will not only
be permitted unless supported where it can be demonstrated that
the retail use in site/building is no longer economically viable.
The community would want to retain these, exploring all options. As
such in these circumstances dialogue with the parish council would
be welcome. A comprehensive marketing plan should be
undertaken in accordance with Core Policy 49.
RC32

37
(Recommendation
10)

Paragraph
11.43

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Add a paragraph to the justification to explain about the
community wishing to consider all options and the
requirements for marketing as set out in Core Policy 49.

Community aspiration moved
from Policy 6 (see Required
Change RC31) and instead
added into the justification for
that policy.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Add new paragraph below paragraph 11.43 (and renumber
all paragraphs accordingly), as follows:

New para xx
Wherever practicable, the community Hilperton Parish will
seek to explore all options for retaining existing retail
premises, public houses and commercial garages. In these
circumstances, prospective developers of such facilities are
encouraged to enter into early dialogue with the parish
council.
RC33

37
(Recommendation
10)

Paragraph
11.41

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Delete paragraph 11.41.

Text to be included as part of
Policy 6 rather than part of the
justification (see Required
Change RC31.)
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REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Delete paragraph 11.41 (and renumber all paragraphs in
this section accordingly), as follows:

11.41 The County Ecologist has suggested that wording be added
to the policy. In the view of the Steering Group this wording would
more appropriately be located in the supporting text, the text is
therefore here included and should be considered to be part of the
plan:
The following policy ‘is subject to acceptable impacts on
neighbouring properties, landscape, biodiversity, provision of
sufficient parking and compliance with the Habitats Regulations
2010 (as amended) and other policies of the Neighbourhood Plan,
the following will normally be permitted subject to acceptable
impacts on neighbours’:
RC34

39
(Recommendation
11)

Section 12 /
paragraph
2.1

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Revise section 12 on Community Actions as follows:
Refer to “Community Actions” throughout.
Delete the final sentence of paragraph 12.0 and replace
with “They will not be used in determining planning
applications.”
Add titles to Community Actions B and C.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Amend Section 12 (and renumber to reflect amendments to
the overall structure of the HNDP), as follows:

[Section] XX
Informal cCommunity aActions

To maintain a consistent form of
wording throughout; and to
clarify the purpose of the
Community Actions.
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XX
Both Scoping research and community engagement generated
ideas that spanned topics outside the remit of the planning system
(and therefore which can be included within the formal policies of a
Neighbourhood Plan). However, such things are still of importance
to the community. The following polices Community Actions,
while not part of the formal land-use planning policies of the
Neighbourhood Plan, help set the agenda for future community
action. They have no legal status. They will not be used in
determining planning applications.
12.x The background and justification for these informal policies is
the NDP Scoping Report and the community engagement
responses now set out in the Evidence Base report that
accompanies this Plan.
12.x Informal Non-Planning Policies Community Actions
Informal Policy Community A+
ction A – Hedgerows and Trees
The Parish Council will work with community volunteers and
landowners to support and If possible expand the hedges project or
other schemes to restore hedgerows and
trees in the Parish.
Informal Policy Community Action B – Ditches and Drainage
The Parish Council will work with landowners, the Highway
Authority (Wiltshire Council) and other interested groups to
encourage the proper maintenance of ditches and drainage in the
parish.
Informal Policy Community Action C – Highway Issues
The Parish Council will work with Community Speed Watch,
residents, the police and the Highway Authority (Wiltshire Council)

Reason for Changes
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Page in Examiner’s
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page /
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Reason for Changes

to help tackle the issues of inappropriate parking, vehicle routing
and speeding in the Parish.
[In addition, add Community Action D, as set out in Required
Change RC30]
-

Amend Contents page to reflect the amendments to the
structure of the HNDP

-

Amend paragraph 12.2 (and renumber section title and all
paragraphs accordingly) as follows:

12.0 Informal Community Actions polices
-

RC35

39
(Recommendation
12)

Make consequential amendments to the Referendum
Version of the HNDP and the new Evidence Base report to
ensure that references to ‘Informal community actions’
reads “community actions”.

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Add the following to paragraph 13.1 “The first review will
take place within 3 years of the plan being ‘made’.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Amend paragraph 13.1 (and renumber all paragraphs
accordingly), as follows:

13.x However, the Parish will also be carrying out monitoring for its
own benefit and that of the future usefulness of the plan. Monitoring
will:

To be clear about the intention to
review the HNDP.
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Reason for Changes

• Monitor the predicted significant effects of the plan
• Track whether the plan has had any unforeseen effects
• Ensure action can be taken to reduce / offset any significant
negative effects
• Ensure the evidence base is kept up-to-date
• Consider the need for updating or amending the plan
• Review the need for sites if required by future housing need.
The first review will take place within 3 years of the plan being
‘made’.
RC36

39
(Recommendation
13)

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Include reference to the Wiltshire Housing Land Supply
Statement March 2018 (HSAP Topic Papers) in paragraphs
11.12, 11.20 and Appendix 1.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Amend paragraph 11.12 (and renumber accordingly), as
follows:

11.xx Main Evidence Base
Wiltshire Council Core Strategy 2015 Policy 29 (especially
paragraph 5.150)
Wiltshire Council Housing Land Supply Statement (March
2018)
Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan – Topic Papers 3 and
4, as well as the Trowbridge Community Area Topic Paper
(July 2018)
West Wiltshire Landscape Character Assessment 2007

Factual update.
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Indigo Landscapes Visual Landscape Setting Analysis report
August 2017 (Appendix 10)
Hilperton Village Design Statement 2005
Wiltshire Open Space Study (2015)
Consultation Responses from Community Engagement and
Regulation 14.
-

Amend paragraph 11.20 (and renumber accordingly), as
follows:

11.xx Main Evidence Base
Wiltshire Council Core Strategy 2015 Policies 1, 2, 29, 43, 45, 46
Wiltshire Council Housing Land Supply Statement (March
2018)
Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan – Topic Papers 3 and
4, as well as the Trowbridge Community Area Topic Paper
(July 2018)
Consultation Responses from Community Engagement and
Regulation 14.
Housing Needs Survey
-

Add reference the latest HLSS in Appendix 1 (to be
incorporated into the new Evidence Base report) as follows:

Wiltshire Council Housing Land Supply Statement (March
2018)
Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan – Topic Papers 3 and
4, as well as the Trowbridge Community Area Topic Paper
(July 2018)
RC37

39
(Typographical
errors)

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Typographical errors: Check the text throughout for
incorrect spelling of policies as “polices”.

To correct typographical error.
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REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Correct typographic error in second sentence of paragraph
1.5, as follows:

In short, this NDP document contains not only the polices policies
of the plan, but also tells the story of how it came to be.
-

Correct typographic error in second sentence of paragraph
2.4, as follows:

This timeframe was chosen because nine years is a reasonably
long span of time for the polices policies to take effect, and also
because it coincides with the end date of the Wiltshire Core
Strategy with which the NDP shares some of its evidence base;
-

Correct typographic error in second sentence of paragraph
3.8, as follows:

This is important, not only to satisfy an examiner and to reflect good
practice in planning, but also as a key quality control tool that has
been useful to the team in putting together the NDP – cross
referencing and feeding back into the polices policies as they
grew.
-

Correct typographic error in first sentence of paragraph 4.3,
as follows:

In terms of the Development Plan, this consists of the Wiltshire
Core Strategy (2015) plus saved polices policies of the West
Wiltshire Local Plan (2004).
-

Correct typographic errors in first and second sentence of
paragraph 11.0 (and renumber accordingly), as follows:

Reason for Changes
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The polices policies of the Hilperton Neighbourhood Plan have
been prepared to be in accordance with Planning Law, Regulations,
Government Policy and Guidance as explained in the introduction.
Among the legal requirements is the rule that they must help take
forward the polices policies of the Local Plan for the area.
-

Correct typographic error in second sentence of paragraph
11.1 (and renumber accordingly), as follows:

Guidance from Locality recommends that polices policies should
‘add value’ to the existing policy background:
-

Correct typographic error in first sentence of paragraph
11.4 (and renumber accordingly), as follows:

The polices policies of this NDP fall into two categories:
-

Correct typographic error in third sentence of paragraph
11.21 (and renumber accordingly), as follows:

On the other hand, the NDP recognises the need to plan positively
and take forward the housing polices policies of the WCS in a
creative and locally relevant way, including a commitment to
positive dialogue with the developers of suitable schemes, and this
policy is designed to facilitate that.
-

Correct typographic error in third sentence of paragraph
12.2 (and renumber accordingly), as follows:

The Parish Council will work with community volunteers and
landowners to support and Iif possible expand the heEdges project
or other schemes to restore hedgerows and trees in the Parish.

Reason for Changes
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RC38

39
(Typographical
errors)

Related
page /
section in
HNDP

Recommendation and required changes

Reason for Changes

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:

To correct typographical error.

-

Typographical errors: Paragraph 3.2 line 5 “referenced”.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Correct typographic error in third sentence of paragraph
3.2, as follows:

In particular, the creation of a separate Scoping Report would
contain the evidence base in an easily references referenced
separate document and would leave the NDP itself free from clutter
and hopefully easier to access and use.
RC39

39
(Typographical
errors)

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

To correct typographical error.

Typographical errors: Paragraph 3.3 – last line “County
Ecologist”.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Correct typographic error in last sentence of paragraph 3.3,
as follows:

The NDP completely supports the intentions of the County
Archaeologist Ecologist.
RC40

39
(Typographical
errors)

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Typographical errors: Paragraph 3.10 line 5 “providing local
detail in implementing the policies”.

To correct typographical error.
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REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Correct typographic error in third sentence of paragraph
3.10, as follows:

The aim was to achieve at least general conformity as required by
the Localism Act 2011 and, where concurring with the wishes of the
community, taking forward to polices providing local detail in
implementing the policies of the Wilshire Core Strategy.
RC41

39
(Typographical
errors)

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

To correct typographical error.

Typographical errors: Paragraph 10.1 Objective 1 line 2
“…within it.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Correct typographic error in first Objective, as follows:

1. To preserve the essentially rural nature of the area and the
historic character of the individual settlements within it.
RC42

39
(Typographical
errors)

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Typographical errors: Paragraph 10.1 Objective 3 line 1 “To
ensure that all of….”.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Correct typographic error in third Objective, as follows:

To ensure that the all of the community including younger and older
people benefit from development – for example recreation facilities

To correct typographical error.
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RC43

40
(Typographical
errors)

Related
page /
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Reason for Changes

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:

To correct typographical error.

-

Typographical errors: Paragraph 11.3 line 1 “For
example…”.
Typographical errors: Paragraph 11.3 line 4 “.... general to
the specific....”.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Correct typographic errors in first and second sentences of
paragraph 11.3 (and renumber paragraph accordingly), as
follows:

For or example, a neighbourhood plan might take forward strategic
housing requirements by including local sites, it could indicate local
needs for investment (in terms of Planning Obligations), or it could
point out local priorities in terms of nature or heritage conservation.
In assisting higher policy to move from the general to towards the
specific, the neighbourhood plan ensures that local things important
to the community are recognised early in the planning process,
while ‘adding value’ to the overall planning context.
RC44

40
(Typographical
errors)

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Typographical errors: Paragraph 11.26 line 2 “This is….”.

REQUIRED CHANGE:
-

Correct typographic error in second sentence of paragraph
11.26, as follows:

To correct typographical error.
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This is not simply a matter of preserving the quaint or the
picturesque.
RC45

36
(Recommendation 9)

Para 11.39

EXAMINER’S RECOMMENDATION:
-

Add the following to the justification to Policy 5: “The Parish
Council will receive a proportion of the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) revenues generated in the parish
area, which can be directed towards delivering the local
infrastructure priorities. This is 25% of CIL receipts where a
neighbourhood plan is made.”

REQUIRED CHANGE:
Add the following text to the justification to Policy 5
11.39 The policy aims to provide certainty to developers,
while ensuring that infrastructure priorities reflect objective
need and the wishes of the community. It will also helps
address identified shortfalls in open space provision
(Wiltshire Open Space Study 2015). No additional financial
burdens are imposed, and the area in any case benefits
from a high level of viability with a buoyant housing market.
The policy also promotes more affordable self-build and
environmentally sustainable homes.
The Parish Council will receive a proportion of the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) revenues generated in the parish
area, which can be directed towards delivering the local
infrastructure priorities. This is 25% of CIL receipts where a
neighbourhood plan is made.”

To reflect CIL Regulation
R123(3), the NPPF and Planning
Practice Guidance that planning
obligations must meet the
relevant legal tests and be fully
justified and evidenced.

